
A Floor That Goes
WOW!



Our owners Logan and Nelson are cousins that got their
start laying floors at just 9 yrs old with Logans father for his

flooring company in the upper peninsula of Michigan.
 

They soon made the move to Apex, NC where they started
their own flooring company that grew into Peak Epoxy.  

 
Then about 4 years ago they decided to invest in the Garage

Kings name to gain access to their superior and exclusive
epoxy products along with a nationally backed lifetime

warranty on every floor they put down.
 

Fast forward to today, with over 1 thousand floors installed
and 5 star reviews across the board, we are proud to still
operate our business as a family with no subcontractors.

 
We love giving our customers that small business customer
service, attention and high quality they deserve, while also

having direct and unlimited access to a superior epoxy
producer that is able to provide a true guarantee.

 
We love what we do and are sure you will too.

We are proud to be 100% locally, family owned and
operated.

Our Story 



Industrial Epoxy Coating

Polyaspartic Flake Floor

Metallic or Marble
Epoxy Flooring

7
year

Budget friendly
Covers cracks and stains
2 day install
Best for areas without direct
sunlight

Our standard epoxy flooring

21
year

15
year

Durable
Scratch and stain resistant
Very easy to clean
1 day install
Perfect for areas that may get
alot of sun

Our signature epoxy flooring

 

Completely custom and hand
designed for every customer.

Perfect to show off your cars
or to finish your basement or

kitchen.



Traditional / Industrial Epoxy Flooring
2 day install process

7 Year Warranty (Standard NC Lifetime)
 

Day 1 (3-5 hours)
We start the process by diamond grinding the original concrete

surface to remove the very top layer and open up the pores of the
concrete. We use a hepa vac throughout the grinding and vacuuming

steps, to ensure the concrete dust and any debris go straight into
there and not into your home.

 
Then after vacuuming and clearing the surface of any loose debris, we
apply a base coat along with the pigment or flake color of your choice,

to the lip of your garage.
 

We then allow the first layer to cure overnight. You will want to leave
your garage door open during this time if possible.

 
Day 2 (2-4 hours)

The first layer has cured and we are now ready to apply the top coat.If
you opted to add decorative flakes, we will scrape and brush the floor

to create a smooth surface and vacuum all of the loose flakes up
before applying the top coat.

 
You will now have a beautiful floor that you can walk on in 24hrs and

drive on or move heavy objects on in 48hrs.
 

Our crew consist of 2-4 experienced technicians that will arrive with a
trailer, that we will park in your driveway during the process.

Our Process



Our Process
Polyaspartic Epoxy Flooring

1 day install process
21 year Warranty

 
We start the process by diamond grinding the original surface to

remove the very top layer and open up the pores of the concrete. 
 

We use a hepa vac throughout the grinding and vacuuming steps, to
ensure the concrete dust and any debris go straight into there and

not into your home.
 

Then after vacuuming and clearing the surface of any loose debris, we
apply a base coat along with the flake color of your choice.

 
After curing for about an hour and a half we scrape and brush the

floor to create a smooth surface and vacuum all of the loose flakes.
 

Our last step is applying the top coat. We apply the top coat twice as
thick as the base coat, to ensure as much durability as possible.

 
You will now have a beautiful floor that you can walk on in 24hrs and

drive on or move heavy objects on in 48hrs.
 

Our entire process takes 1 day.
 

Our crew consist of 3-4 experienced technicians that will arrive with a
trailer, that we will park in your driveway during the process.

 
We typically arrive at 8-9 am and finish around 5pm. At that time your
48 hr clock starts and your on your way to a new easy to clean floor!



Our Process
Metallic or Marble Epoxy Flooring

3 day install process
 

Day 1 (3-5 hours)
We start the process by diamond grinding the original concrete

surface to remove the very top layer and open up the pores of the
concrete. We use a hepa vac throughout the grinding and vacuuming

steps, to ensure the concrete dust and any debris go straight into
there and not into your home.

 
Then after vacuuming and clearing the surface of any loose debris, we
apply a base coat with pigment that will serve as the first layer of your

custom floor.
 

We then allow the first layer to cure overnight. You will want to leave
your garage door open during this time if possible.

 
Day 2 (2-4 hours)

The first layer has cured and we are now ready to apply the metallic
or marbleized coat and create your custom design!

 
Day 3 (2-3 hours)

We apply the third and final coat of a high wear top coat to leave your
floor with that deep gloss finish.

 
You will now have am incredible custom floor that you can walk on in

24hrs and drive on or move heavy objects on in 48hrs.



Polyaspartic Flake Colors

Domino Gravel Glacier

Shoreline Strudel Bean

Basalt Dolerite Oahu
Brown

Stone Collection



Gravel

Glacier

Domino



Shoreline

Strudel

Bean



Basalt

Dolerite



Vertical Flake

Domino ShorelineGlacierGravel

Strudel DoloriteBasaltBean

Polyaspartic Options

Color Selection (Select One)1.

Add-Ons

2. Where would you like us to stop the floor?

Crack-Fill

Driveway Lip (Recommended)

Oahu Brown



Pools, Patios and Porches



Reviews

PAT  G.  -  POLYASPART IC  CUSTOMER

Love, love my garage floor. I think I shall go live in my

garage, abandon the house! Very professional staff.  

Little or no dust when grinding. Hooray! 

I would recommend them without reservation and I

want them back to cover porch cement floor.

JOHN W.  -  EPOXY CUSTOMER

Peak Epoxy Garage Kings did a great job with my

garage floor! They recommended a color which

matched the house well, and it looks incredible. The

work was high quality and the crew were friendly

and professional. I’d definitely recommend Garage

King’s for your epoxy floor!

AN ITA  R  -POLYASPART IC  CUSTOMER

They came on time, answered all of my questions

completely and have transformed my garage and

outdoor living area. What was once tarnished

concrete is now beautiful and SO easy to clean.

They were not the cheapest but they don’t use cheap

epoxies that turn yellow and crack, like I experienced

at my old house.



Reviews

FRANK  N  -  RALE IGH

Install was done professionally and clean, and floor

looks and feels great!

LARRY  AND GA I L  -  WAKE  FOREST

Prompt, neat, did everything properly and took pride in

the work. We recommend these people 100 percent.

PRAVEEN K .  -  CHAPEL  H I L L

Very professional with excellent results. Highly

recommended....

L ISSETTE  -  APEX

We absolutely love our new garage floor. My

husband is so happy to have his space back. The

company and installers were great. Highly

recommended. Thanks guys!

When my husband said he wanted to have our

garage floors done I thought he was crazy... 

I couldn’t be happier with the outcome and keep

going into the garage to show it off. I’m obsessed

with our new garage floors!!
KERR IE  M .  -  CARY


